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Following studies in London, Paris (where he
won the International Debussy Prize) and
Vienna, John York’s career has taken him
around the world, the majority of his work
being with cellist Raphael Wallfisch and York2
piano duo. His most recent recordings are all
on Nimbus. York2 were recently released in
their unique four-hands repertoire of 20thcentury ‘orchestral’ blockbusters including Le
sacre du printemps and The Planets. With
Raphael the catalogue grows exponentially
from the complete Beethoven cycle to the
works of Schnittke and James MacMillan, and
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Alex York

includes world premières, rarely heard 19thcentury works and major cello and piano
masterpieces. They are constantly adding new
things to this ever-growing catalogue and the
complete works of Liszt, Dohnányi and Kodály
will be issued this year.
Before these duos became established, some 25
years ago, he had played concertos with such orchestras as the London Mozart Players and the LPO,
founded the successful York Piano Trio and Piano Quartet and accompanied a list of illustrious
performers in the UK, Canada, Australia, the USA and many other countries. He was, for 33 years,
Professor at the Guildhall and, for 20 years, Senior Music Head at St Paul’s Girls’ School in London,
a position from which he has only just retired. He continues to work for the annual Astona
International Music Academy of Switzerland, a summer session for highly talented musicians from
all over the world.
He is a composer, a consultant for Trinity Guildhall examinations, festival adjudicator and lecturer
– and he has no intention of letting up on any of these activities, even though his commitment to St
Paul’s Girls’ School has come to an end. He fully intends to develop these aspects, especially
composition, and enjoy his new grandchildren, now that he has a little more time.

Frederick Delius (1862-1934)
1
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Romance (1896)
Chanson d’Automne (1911)
Sonata for cello and piano (1916)
Allegro, ma non troppo
- Lento, molto tranquillo
- Tempo I
Caprice (1930)
Elegy (1930)

6.27
2.26
13.37
5.36
3.49
4.12
2.47
4.29

Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
8
9
10
11
12

Intermezzo (1866)
Allegretto (1887)
Sonata in A minor Op. 36 (1883)
I Allegro agitate
II Andante molto tranquillo
III Allegro molto e marcato

4.00
6.51
27.47
9.46
5.46
12.15
Total playing time 68.24
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Grieg and Delius
The complete works for cello and piano

Between 1886 and 1888 Bradford-born Fritz Delius was a student in Leipzig. (He only
adopted the English form, Frederick, once his father Julius had died in the early 1900s.)
In Leipzig he met the celebrated Edvard Grieg, and their mutual respect, admiration
and genuine affection lasted till the older man’s death in 1907. Delius’ visits to
Troldhaugen, their long walks and discussions, are well documented. They seem to
have admired, enjoyed and absorbed the other’s musical thinking and personality,
more by mutual osmosis than by obvious imitation or influence, though some of
Delius’ works clearly exploit a Scandinavian style and imagery.
Delius, an exact contemporary of Debussy, was a late starter, a ‘German’
Yorkshireman, a wanderer, a rather dilettante orange-planter in Florida, a libertine and
hedonist - and success came slowly and almost grudgingly to him, first through
self-promotion and then with the ardent support of Thomas Beecham. Syphilitic and,
in later life, disabled, blind and rather bitter, he lived as an exile in France, near
Fontainebleau, with his adoring and much put-upon wife Jelka. Like Grieg he took his
inspiration from nature and his surroundings, but for Delius it was the grand, lateVictorian and Edwardian natural world of sophisticated ‘pastorale’, idyllic rustic bliss
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Benjamin Ealovega

Friendships between major composers are often important and mutually beneficial,
and they shed light on our perception and enjoyment of their music. Schumann and
Brahms, Stravinsky and Debussy, Wagner and Liszt, Holst and Vaughan Williams – in
each case one life was influenced, aided, inspired and affected by the other in real and
tangible ways. So it was, however unlikely it might seem, with Grieg and Delius.

Raphael Wallfisch is one of the most celebrated
cellists performing on the international stage. He
was born in London into a family of distinguished
musicians, his mother the cellist Anita LaskerWallfisch and his father the pianist Peter Wallfisch.
At an early age, Raphael was greatly inspired
by hearing Zara Nelsova play, and, guided by a
succession of fine teachers including Amaryllis
Fleming, Amadeo Baldovino and Derek Simpson,
it became apparent that the cello was to be his
life's work. While studying with the great Russian
cellist Gregor Piatigorsky in California, he was
chosen to perform chamber music with Jascha
Heifetz in the informal recitals that Piatigorsky
held at his home.
At the age of twenty-four he won the Gaspar
Cassadó International Cello Competition in Florence. Since then he has enjoyed a world-wide
career. Teaching is one of Raphael's passions. He is in demand as a teacher all over the world
holding the position of professor of cello in Switzerland at the Zürich Winterthur Konservatorium
and at the Royal College of Music in London.
Raphael has recorded nearly every major work for his instrument. His extensive discography
on EMI, Chandos, Black Box, ASV, Naxos and Nimbus explores both the mainstream concerto
repertoire and countless lesser-known works by Dohnanyi, Respighi, Barber, Hindemith and
Martinu, as well as Richard Strauss, Dvorak, Kabalevsky and Khachaturian. He has recorded a
wide range of British cello concertos, including works by MacMillan, Finzi, Delius, Bax, Bliss,
Britten, Moeran, Walton and Kenneth Leighton. Britain's leading composers have worked closely
with Raphael, many having written works especially for him including Sir Peter Maxwell Davies,
Kenneth Leighton, James MacMillan, John Metcalf, Paul Patterson, Robert Simpson, Robert Saxton,
Roger Smalley, Giles Swayne, John Tavener and Adrian Williams.
He lives in London with his wife, the violinist Elizabeth, and has three children, Benjamin,
Simon, and Joanna. www.raphaelwallfisch.com
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there is a sudden hush and the prophecy from the opening is restated, quietly at first
over piano tremolos, then loudly and heavily on the piano. Normality is easily
regained, the rondo proceeds according to the rules and a thrilling coda is launched in
which, for the third and final time, the prophecy rings out, fortissimo, its meaning now
abundantly clear. The end comes with a massive plagal cadence – exactly like the
piano concerto.
Grieg’s Allegretto in E is an affectionate transcription (but with intriguing differences
and additions, as if he was working from memory), of the slow movement from his
most successful violin sonata. It made a perfect birthday gift for his brother John, the
dedicatee of the cello sonata, in May 1887. Its lyricism, chromatic harmony and catchy
dance episode are unmistakably typical of the composer’s style at its best.
The much earlier, quaintly mistitled, Intermezzo (1866) started life as the first
movement of a suite which, for some reason, didn’t come to fruition. The mysterious
and sinuous duet between the instruments might even have started life as a sketch for
one of the earliest Lyric Pieces for solo piano or was perhaps just a piece for brother
John to play, and it lay forgotten for over a century. The manuscript only came to light
very recently and proved very difficult to decipher in parts, but the piece certainly
merits a place with Grieg’s other fine cello and piano works.
John York, April 2012
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and ecstasy, whilst for Grieg it was always the wild, earthy and craggy northern
countryside of dancing, fiddle-playing countryfolk.
Delius worked with leading musicians of the day and all his cello works were
composed for specific players. The substantial Romance (in triple time) was written in
1896 for Joseph Hollmann and charts a fairly conventional ABA course but with the
B-section being extended with some development and a brief but sturdy sidestep in
quadruple time.
My own latter-day addition to this Delius cello canon is a transcription of one of his
most poignant, most beautiful but rarely heard songs. His setting of Verlaine’s
Chanson d’automne bears the date 1911 and the harmony and chromaticism are
extreme, decidedly post-Mahlerian. Everything is tailored to enhance the despairing,
purely symbolist and brilliantly assonant poem. An ambiguous tonality mirrors the
mystery of the poem, the tonic chord scarcely even touched on.
The other Delius works here (plus the great cello concerto and double concerto) were
all for Beatrice Harrison. (Delius’ grave, that of Jelka and that of Beatrice Harrison all
lie, somewhat controversially, in close proximity in the grounds of the fine church in
Limpsfield, Surrey.) The Sonata (1916) is a big one-movement piece, richly filled,
confident and melodically generous, the cello taking the commanding lead role
throughout. The piano part is full of complex, difficult counterpoint, massive
handfilling chords and luscious harmony. Loosely following sonata form with welldefined first and second subject melodies, the work reaches the expected development
section where Delius revels, instead, in an exquisite, rapturous rhapsody of evening
stillness and perfume à la Baudelaire. The music dissolves almost to somnolent silence
on a sleepy cello trill. The reprise, at first tentatively, brings back the former material,
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re-establishes order and momentum and builds to the magnificent, quintessentially
Delian finish.
14 years later, again for Beatrice Harrison, the now-blind and desperately ill composer
wrote (by dictation to Eric Fenby) two elusive pieces for cello and piano or orchestra
of a more rarified strangeness than anything he’d written before. The Caprice,
whimsical rather than light-hearted, is monothematic – a single oft-repeated cello
motif delicately garlanded with piano decoration – nothing more. The Elegy is a bleak
and disquieting utterance. The harmony is now vague and dissonant, the intervals
augmented and angular, the melody private and improvisatory, any resolution
unachievable. Valedictory thoughts of a dying man, perhaps …

With Grieg’s cello and piano Sonata of 1883 we find the composer at the height of his
powers but under the stress of marriage and family problems which led to his leaving
his beloved Norway to seek refuge with friends in Belgium and in Leipzig, where he’d
studied composition and piano in the 1850s. Happily, after the sonata was completed
and deemed a success, reconciliation in the marriage of Edvard and Nina was found.
They took a long holiday in Italy before returning home to build their permanent home
at Troldhaugen, Bergen, where the legend that is ‘Norway’s most famous son’ would
be established. So the absolutely confident effect of this great sonata must, therefore,
be heard in a context of personal upheaval and self-doubt.
His piano concerto Op. 16 had brought immediate and enormous success,
endorsements coming from Liszt and Tchaikovsky among others. His solo piano
pieces were already ubiquitous, his songs widely popular. Whether deliberately
(perhaps to give himself a confidence boost) or by coincidence, the cello sonata inhabits
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the same world as the piano concerto, the same key, even sharing some of the main
thematic ideas, and its design is very similar – but there is much more to it than a
passing fraternal resemblance. Its instant audience appeal, its brilliant virtuoso
qualities, its wonderful melodies and its fulsome expression immediately brought
success, even during this difficult period, and led, over the ensuing years, to many
performances in which Grieg joined the great cellists of Europe, not the least of them
being Pablo Casals at one of the composer’s last public concerts.
The opening sonata-form Allegro agitato has an inner drive from the very first notes
which keeps reaffirming itself after the more lyrical interludes. Grieg’s harmonic
language is much more Wagnerian now, highly chromatic as in Tristan und Isolde, with
remote modulations as in Götterdämmerung, the developments often approaching a
sequential frenzy. (Grieg was one of many leading European composers who made
the pilgrimage to Bayreuth for the seminal first Ring cycle performances in 1876.)
The simplicity of the ensuing F major Andante with its long melody and wistful
sequential treatment is initially charming and disarming, but the music again rises to
enormous climaxes, tutta forza; Grieg’s emotions are always fully expressed.
The Finale has an appealing and very idiosyncratic saga-like feeling. The cello alone
declaims, like a runic Wagnerian prophecy, a leitmotiv, strangely modal, its meaning
still to be disclosed. The piano responds with a typical halling dance (quick tempo,
two-in-the-bar, athletic) and the music thereafter proceeds as a normal sonata-rondo
before a quiet episode (the halling theme in augmentation) evokes, for me at least, a
picture of a grandmother telling a fairy tale to a child sitting on her knee. Her tale
continues into the sequential development section and soon becomes an epic battle of
the trolls, developing the halling theme to breaking point. At the climax of the battle
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The complete works for cello & piano

Delius & Grieg
Frederick Delius
1
2
3-5
6
7

Romance
Chanson d’Automne
Sonata for cello and piano
Caprice
Elegy

6.27
2.26
13.37
2.47
4.29

Edvard Grieg
8
Intermezzo
9
Allegretto
10-12 Sonata in A minor Op. 36

4.00
6.51
27.47

Total playing time 68.24
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